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The walking dead world beyond now tv

AMC's next Walking Dead spinoff, World Beyond, reportedly gives us more information about the mysterious group that took Rick Grimes in 2018 and serves as a bridge to his upcoming TWD films. I think this show will lead us to the bigger picture of the relationship between all three films, World Beyond star Nico Tortorella told Insider last
November on the set of TWDWB in Richmond, Virginia. We are just collecting as much information as possible to anywhere rick, Tortorella added. Does this mean that the third TWD series will finally tell us where Grimes is in the enlarged TWD universe? Maybe. While on the set of World Beyond, Insider asked some cast members about
the best guesses as to where Rick might be. Most of them backed away from the answer, but one of them surprised us by saying they knew exactly where Grimes was. Nicolas Cantu had the best theory in the cast we talked about: He likes to think Rick of New York's Nicolas Cantu plays Elton in the TWDWB. Zach Dilgard/AMC Cantu
said he first watched The Walking Dead when he was about nine with his father and had been following the show through recap videos. He thinks the CRM helicopters took Rick somewhere important. I think it would be nice if we got this huge actual big, big society just in New York City, Cantu said. Somehow they've taken Over New York,
and it's the bustling utopia, and there it is. That's what I think. This is not related to any knowledge, cantu added. Alexa Mansour said she honestly has no idea Alexa Mansour is playing Hope Bennett for the TWDWB. Zach Dilgard/AMC I have no idea Mansour whispered, admitting he wasn't completely caught up in the entire TWD series
when we talked. I haven't gotten there yet. I'm only in season two, said Mansour, who plays Hope. I watched the first season when I was younger, but it gave me nightmares. I don't know where Rick is. Annet Mahendru remained tight-lipped saying anything about Sarah Shatz/AMC Mahendru coming to the show fx The Americans, so she
used to keep some heavily guarded secrets. He plays with security details, Huck, in the Omaha community at World Beyond, and is constantly shy when asked where he thinks Rick might be. There are parallels and crossovers in some ways, but I'll let you figure that one out, Manhendru said. Tortorella knows exactly where Rick Grimes
is, I know exactly where he is, but I can't answer that question, said Tortorella, who plays Huck's colleague and head of security, Felix. Felix is involved in Rick's disappearance? He wears a coat embellished with the CRM symbol. AMC If Tortorella really knows where Rick is, maybe we'll learn more about his whereabouts by the end of the
limited two-season series. World Beyond debuts on AMC Sunday, October 4 at 10 p.m. You can follow our Walking Dead coverage here. Merle Dixon doesn't do hot and fluffy. The maniac gun-slinging racist Nastier's two peasant brothers from the AMC genre juggernaut, The Walking Dead, Merle achieved cult status last year after sawing
off his hands to escape invading zombies. Considering the few scenes, the level of demand for Merle's return surprised both the network and the producers, and perhaps it wouldn't have happened if it wasn't for the humanizing force of actor Michael Rooker.Rooker's recent presence on the show, in the form of a hallucination, is not only
Merle Dixon's long-awaited comeback, but a stellar example of the network tapping into the characters and fans to promote the series of the undead in a fresh way but a star example of the network tapping the characters and fans to promote the series of the undead in a fresh way, but also a star example of the network tapping the
characters and fans to promote the series of the undead in a fresh way : Throw out just enough meat to quench your appetite, but keep them hungry. And Rooker, who playfully dodges questions about his next appearance, dove into the scene with his rant and improvisation. Forcing his semi-conscious younger brother, Daryl (Norman
Reedus), to climb a steep ravine to a safe place, even Rooker didn't know everything that would come out of his mouth. When things get on their own, that's when the script comes alive, and it's part of what Makes Merle so memorable, Rooker says. I like the uncertainty of doing it as real as I can. I don't think about how I'm going to play a
part. I'm more interested in what's underneath him and the words, who the person is, why he's doing what he's doing, and if what he's saying is true. Then I let it roll. I classify him as a one-jazz musician who bends, reverses and lengthens musical sounds to make them something more personal when he pours his soul into it. After nearly
three decades of films such as Henry: Portrait of a Serial Killer, Cliffhanger, JFK, Days of Thunder, and Slither, Rooker watched his popularity explode after a handful of scenes and a disappearing act last season, leading to three fan groups, a video game concert on Activision's Call of the Dead, and an AMC promotional campaign that
teased the eventual November 13 return. From Merle's ferocious fury at last year's rooftop fight with other survivors to the gun-wielding irony, while demanding a democratic vote for himself as team leader, Rooker sought to avoid being influenced by a good old-boy cliché. But when Merle opened the next episode with a delirious, grabbing,
four-minute monologue that preceded his hand tearing away, the dynamic changed. Merle was a brash, crazy, loose cannon in combat, says Rooker. This showed it to be a completely opposite side and created more questions than answers. What Michael does literally controls the screen without looking away, says executive producer
Gale Anne Hurd. It's completely believable. When he fired his gun during the shootings, unsuspecting people in Atlanta crashed. I don't know if another actor would have been as persuasive. I'm sure when he met people after the show aired, he probably assumed he was crazy when he was really a pussycat. What refers to the secret is a
secret For Dixon's devotion. While Rooker's incarnation of Merle can create fans, the authentic way he embraced them has created a grassroots promotional force. Merle is not a likeable character. He's the one you hate. But Mike is the one who makes it interesting, says Kim Sarem, who founded Rookerholics. He knows his craft, and you
can't take your eyes off him on the screen. He is just as much on Twitter, Facebook, and in real life. He tweeted back and forth to many of us, dozens, if not hundreds of times. He knows about us, and he remembers us and where we came from. All the actors in the Walking Dead are extremely approachable and grateful to fans, but Mike
was the most interactive. I talk a lot about CB Radio, which is very similar to Twitter, Rooker counters. I went to Atlanta to get the Walking Dead, and I talked to CB to pass the time. The truckers gave me the Tagalong handle because I went on convoys. Last April, the Rookerholics crafted a Mo Merle Twitter campaign to bring Merle back,
aimed at AMC and Walking Dead producers, and enlisted with the help of fellow fan group, the Zombie Survival Crew. Dixon's Vixens joined them in subsequent Twitter blitzes. Rooker and Reedus often tweeted to each other. It was a social networking trifecta, all getting Merle back on the show, named Rooker.The furor was inspired by
AMC's Where's Merle? Twitter competition promotion at last summer's San Diego Comic Con, where fans can get pictures taken of a life-size statue of Merle (now staying at AMC's New York headquarters, handcuffed to a ficus tree.) We hoped people would embrace the new characters, as the Dixon brothers weren't in the comic book,
says Hurd. But we didn't know there was going to be so much Dixon love. Rooker responded in kind. He joined the Zombie Survival Crew as the head of special forces, set up a severed polyurethane hand to dole out fans at conventions, mentioned the groups in interviews, and initiated the idea for the first Rookerholics meeting on the
recent Horrorhound Weekend in Cincinnati, where about two dozen members introduced themselves and explained why they were addicted to Rooker. The best story scored a signed zombie shaped shooting goal. The group is so stoked by the experience that it is now planning campaigns for the Merle Dixon action figure, the Sons of
Anarchy guest spot Rooker (who rides the Harley for real) and the list of next year's People's Sexiest Men Alive issue, none of which bothered to consult Rooker first. Rooker finds all this endlessly amusing. We basically have a virtual party going, laughs. Look, I'm just a regular guy, and I have a slightly different perspective than a lot of
actors. I've survived some pretty bad conditions. I grew up with eight brothers. Our house in Alabama had a side house and a dirt floor. When my parents got divorced, our mom took us to a difficult Chicago neighborhood. Coming out of this and doing life and career, it's kind of hard, and a lot of I have to do my job better than most. And I'm
going to enjoy it more than most. [Photos courtesy of AMC, Rachael Tedeschi, and Rachel Griffith] Griffith, I don't think that's good.
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